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Abstract—Documentation issues in software projects have been recently classified as a type of technical debt (TD), a concept that expresses how shortcuts during software development result in additional maintenance and evolution effort. The specific type of TD is termed documentation debt, and is among the most prevalent ones in practice and research. In this study we propose a tool-based approach for preventing documentation TD during requirements engineering, by: (a) integrating requirements specifications into the IDE, and (b) enabling the real-time creation of traces between requirements and code. To this end, we collaborated with a small/medium software company and conducted a qualitative case study to: (a) analyze the current process and identify existing TD types, (b) collect the requirements and implement a tool that aims at preventing the accumulation of documentation TD, and (c) investigate whether the tool successfully meets its goal. The results of the study suggest that the developers are motivated to use the developed tool, since they feel that they can develop, maintain and utilize requirements specifications and traces as part of their daily routine.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Software projects’ documentation inefficiencies have been recently classified as a type of technical debt (TD) [1], a concept that expresses how shortcuts during software development result in additional maintenance and evolution effort [2]. This type of TD is termed documentation debt and is among the most prevalent ones in research [1] and industry [3]. In particular, Alves et al. [1] suggest that documentation TD is among the top-3 studied types of technical debt in academia, whereas Ampatzoglou et al. [3] suggest that documentation TD is perceived as the top-4 most important types of TD in industry.

Documentation TD is a broad term that can be identified at almost all software development phases, in this study we focus on documentation TD on requirements specifications. We selected to focus on requirement engineering, since it is one of the most crucial phases in the software development lifecycle, in the sense that the 9 out of 11 most notable reasons for software project failures are related to requirements [4]. As a first step towards investigating documentation TD in the requirements phase, we need to define the possible liabilities that can be identified in such specifications. Li et al. [5] suggested that insufficient, incomplete or outdated documentation are the main sub-types of documentation debt. By focusing on requirements, these sub-types can be described as follows:

1. Insufficient or incomplete requirements refer to pieces of specifications (e.g., use cases, user stories, SRS) that are developed either at low quality or do not describe the system under development. Low quality specifications miss at least one (or more) of the following characteristics: readability, traceability, verifiability, consistency, etc. [4].

2. Outdated requirements refer to cases in which specifications have been developed at an appropriate level of quality (in the early releases of the system), but subsequently the specifications are not updated with new requirements, or changes in existing ones [4].

Such documentation inefficiencies can occur intentionally, for example, in cases of selecting not to apply a rigorous documentation process, or change management strategies; or unintentionally, for cases when documents are not sufficiently maintained, due to tight schedule. Both intentional and unintentional documentation TD hinder maintenance productivity (i.e., incurring TD interest), by adding overheads that stem from compromised source code understandability, e.g., difficulty in locating where each feature is implemented, etc.

In practice, one of the most prominent examples of documentation TD, related to requirements, is the lack of requirements-to-code traceability. This can be caused by insufficient and incomplete requirements, which are not linked to the parts of the source-code where they are implemented. Furthermore, lack of traceability increases the effort of keeping requirements updated, since it is harder to identify which requirements can be affected when the source code is changed. Consequently, high effort is required to locate features or bugs within large codebases [6], a fact which impedes maintenance activities (e.g., feature addition or debugging). However, such activities are central aspects for TD management (e.g., modules with low change proneness are not prioritized for TD repayment), in the sense that TD interest occurs only whenever a change is applied to the system (for more information on the relation of traceability and maintainability see Section II).

To deal with the aforementioned issues, in this paper we provide tool-support aiming at the prevention of requirements’ documentation TD\(^1\). To achieve this goal, we propose to connect requirements specification and code artifacts, by integrating the specifications into the programming IDE. For this study, we worked together with a small/medium enterprise that is active for 20 years in mobile and web application development. The company was interested to reduce the amount of documentation TD, by adopting the proposed approach and

\(^1\) We note that documentation TD should not be confused with requirements debt, which is a TD type related specifically to requirements and contrasts the distance between optimal requirements and the requirements that are actually implemented in the end software [5].
tool support. To support the company in preventing the accumulation of documentation TD, we need to achieve 3 sub-goals: (sg1) understand how the use of the current requirements specification process incurs documentation TD; (sg2) build a custom-made tool that integrates requirements specifications into the programming IDE; (sg3) investigate how the use of the tool, would benefit the company in preventing the accumulation of documentation TD.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: first we present related work. Second we present the current status of the requirements specification process of the company; third we present the case study protocol that was designed to achieve the stated goals; fourth we present the outcomes of the study organized by the three aforementioned goals (sg1-sg3), and finally we present some lessons learned in the form of implications to practitioners and researchers, as well as threats to validity.

II. RELATED WORK

As direct related work for this study, one should consider studies that investigate the aspect of documentation technical debt, and thus could be considered as comparable to our work. However, after looking into two literature reviews on the domain of TD [1, 5], we came up with the conclusion that although there are studies referring to the existence of documentation technical debt as a TD type, there are no studies investigating specifically this type of TD. In their vast majority, these studies investigate the TD metaphor from a general perspective, and thus they combine the investigation of documentation TD together with other types of TD. Thus, there is no approach found in the literature that we can directly make a comparison with. As related work section we can provide only indirect related work, as follows: In Section II.A, we present a set of studies that propose alternative traceability management approaches, whereas in Section II.B approaches that investigate the effect of traceability on maintainability (i.e., a proxy of TD). We note that we will not present studies that focus on demonstrating or evaluating traceability approaches, even if their goal is to improve maintainability (e.g. [7], [8]), if they do not provide empirical evidence on the aforementioned relation.

A. Approaches for Traceability Management

There are various approaches/tools linking requirements to source code, which can be classified into two major categories: (a) standalone or web-based that handle source code separately from requirements (e.g. [9 – 13]), and (b) IDE-integrated that place requirements and traces inside the IDE used for development (e.g. [14 – 17]). We focus on the latter since our case concerns an IDE-integrated tool that links requirements to code in real time. Several existing Eclipse-based traceability tools, e.g. TraceMe [15] and TraceEclipse [14] perform after-the-fact traceability (although Trace-Eclipse provides also the possibility to manually create traces between documentation and source code in real-time, in different levels of granularity). Additionally, the Capra tool [17] is an eclipse based plug-in tool, which aims at supporting different tracing needs. For this reason the types of links to be supported, the types of artifacts that can be traced and the way the links should be stored are customizable. However, the proposed tool has not been empirically validated [17]. Finally, a tool proposed by Asuncion et al [9] allows the creation of end-to-end traces within

process of a company. However, the proposed tool is implemented as a standalone application. A comparison of our approach compared to state-of-the-art is presented in Table I. From the table we can observe that: (a) study [9] although targets real-time traceability management and is well-validated, it does not explore the IDE integration feature, (b) studies [14][15] although offer an IDE plugin, they only cover after-the-fact traceability issues, and (c) study [17] which is poster paper does not provide any validation at all.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>IDE integration</th>
<th>Real Time Traceability Management</th>
<th>Empirical Validation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[14], [15]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[17]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[9]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our study</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Effect of Traceability on Maintenance

Mäder and Egyed [5], conducted a controlled experiment that aims at investigating the effect of requirements to code traces on maintenance tasks. Initially they examined if the subjects’ performance (in terms of time and correctness) was improved during the software maintenance tasks, and then they investigated the differences due to a range of other criteria (i.e. the kind of tasks subjects solved, the different project domains, and the order in which a task was performed by a subject). The results indicated a beneficial effect of traceability on maintenance quality. Jaber et al. [18], performed also a controlled experiment investigating the benefits of having traces among different types of software artifacts in the maintenance phase. For the needs of the study the authors created a prototype tool (TraceLink), which creates a model of all stored traces among artifacts. The study has three major goals. First, to investigate whether traceability links affect the accuracy of maintenance tasks, second to identify potential benefit in terms of time reduction when performing a maintenance task, and third to examine whether developers’ abilities do not affect task accuracy, difficulty, or speed. The results showed that task accuracy improves when traceability links exist. However, no significant results were drawn about the time improvement. Bianchi et al [19], conducted an exploratory case study to analyse the role of different types of traceability models in software maintenance. The study evaluates the degree of granularity that is more effective in modelling traceability. Two maintenance effectiveness aspects were taken into account: efficiency, and accuracy. The results of the study suggest that when a fine-grained trace is used (i.e., methods or attribute level), the effort required to satisfy a maintenance request is greater, but so is the accuracy of the modifications. Therefore, there is a trade-off between the efficiency and the accuracy of the maintenance task. Finally, Neumüller and Grünbacher [20] introduced traceability in a small company and developed a traceability environment for their needs. In their study they discuss the traceability approach they used and report on key lessons learned. The approach is fairly simple establishing trace links based on already existing conventions for developers. The tool focuses on trace utilization by providing attractive visualization and query mechanisms, without complex automations or interfering with the development practices. The lessons learned concern the way of introducing traceability into a company rather than the user experiences.
III. CURRENT REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION PROCESS

During this study we performed an exploratory case study, with our industrial partner, named Open Technologies Services (OTS). OTS is a small/medium scale company that is considered one of the key-players in Greece’s mobile and web development market. For the needs of this study we selected eight participants (six developers, the quality assurance manager and the project manager) that were involved at different phases of the study. The experience of the participants ranged from one year (junior developers) to approximately a decade in the company (project manager). In this section, we present the current status of the requirements specification process of our industrial partner, organized based on: (a) the involved stakeholders, and (b) the current approach and the used tools.

Stakeholders: The stakeholders are both technical and non-technical, from different departments of the company. The main role dealing with specifying and managing requirements is developers, who are interested in tracing the requirements they receive (documented in the form of JIRA issues), into the implementation of the system (i.e. in the source code). Developers are interested in retaining the requirements as close to the source code as possible, so as to minimize the overheads of their management (e.g., not use tools other than their IDE, neither for documenting requirements, nor for maintaining traces). Other stakeholders in the development team include: the quality assurance manager, who is interested in knowing which requirements are implemented and which parts of the code should be tested; and the project manager, who is interested in communicating the progress of the development team to customers or higher management, and thus is concerned with the understandability of documentation by non-technical stakeholders (e.g., the customer support centre, which is responsible for reporting a large portion of issues).

Current Approach and Tools: Currently the company does not follow a strict requirements specification process (mostly due to tight development schedule) and there are no means of explicit traceability between software artifacts. According to the descriptions of the stakeholders, the requirements of a project are basically documented by the developers as JIRA issues, in the form of user stories (US). Once a user story is implemented, the corresponding code is committed to Git. The linking between the source code artifacts that implement a specific user story is performed when committing the code to Git, by using the JIRA issue ID in the commit comments. According to the project manager, flexibility and efficiency of this process are its positive characteristics, since developers do not like to spend time in documenting unnecessary information. Since in the current process the developers specify the requirements themselves, they have control over their tasks, and usually they just write enough details to start writing code. However this approach has as downside the unintentional creation of TD, since due to time limitations developers do not document requirements properly (e.g., user stories are not updated for minor changes, textual requirements are not detailed enough to fully specify the requested functionality, etc.), and this results to bad documentation, which affects the understandability of others in the team, or even the understandability of the code owner in the future.

The created traces are utilized along maintenance activities (e.g., bug fixes or new feature requests). However, the current process is based in many cases on oral communication. When a specific code artifact needs to be maintained, the person that wrote the code is the first one to be asked. If this is not possible, developers look for the class that needs to be updated by applying a full text search, and navigate based on the comments existing in the source code (when applicable). To get an insight on a specific part of the code, the commits that changed the respective code are tracked and manually reviewed. Upon successful completion of the maintenance task, developers are expected to signify other requirements that need to be tested, due to potential overlaps in the source code artifacts implementing these requirements. The link to requirements is done by creating a new JIRA issue, which references the issue ID that initiated the need of the check. However, the current process offers no guidance on identifying such overlapping requirements.

IV. CASE STUDY DESIGN

The goal of this case study is: (a) to analyse the currently used requirements specification process regarding how it incurs documentation TD (i.e. insufficient, incomplete or outdated requirements specifications); (b) to propose a tool for preventing the accumulation of such documentation TD; (c) to investigate to what extent the proposed tool achieves its goal. The case study was designed and is reported following the guidelines provided by Runeson et al. [21]. Based on the sub-goals defined in the introduction, we have derived three research questions (RQ):

**RQ1:** What aspects of the current requirements specification process are prone to incur documentation TD?

To answer this research question, different steps of the current requirements specification process are discussed with the involved stakeholders to understand how and why they potentially incur documentation TD. Such steps will be linked to specific types of documentation TD (i.e. insufficient / incomplete / outdated requirements).

**RQ2:** What type of tool would be helpful in preventing the accumulation of documentation TD?

In this research question we explore the main requirements (of our industrial partner) on building a requirements specification tool with the aim of preventing the accumulation of TD. We aim at collecting a set of functional and non-functional requirements, describing the ideal requirements specification system according to the company stakeholders. As a starting point for discussing the requirements for the developed tool, the TD-prone aspects of the process identified in RQ1 will be used. As part of the answer to this research question, we will present the developed tool, and discuss how we evaluated its functional and non-functional behavior. The ability of the tool to aid in preventing documentation TD accumulation is investigated in RQ2.

**RQ3:** How does the developed requirements specification tool aid in the prevention of accumulating documentation TD?

In this research question we explore whether the developed tool can help stakeholders prevent the accumulation of documentation TD during the requirements specification, and the extent to which maintenance effort is reduced. Apart from the expert opinion of the stakeholders, in this research question we
will focus on the rationale of the opinions, explaining how the tool can actually aid in technical debt prevention.

For the needs of our study we collected qualitative data through different collection methods (see Table II) which are further discussed below. For all research questions, triangulation of data sources or collection methods (two per research question) has been achieved, to mitigate data collection bias.

In this first part of our study (RQ1) we conducted three individual interviews with a developer, the quality assurance manager and the project manager. In order to enhance the reliability aspect, all conducted interviews followed interview guides, which had been tested through a pilot case study (the study guides, and the developed tool are all available online). These interviews aimed at giving us some insight on how the current state-of-practice results in the creation of different types of documentation TD. The identified documentation TD types acted as pointers for the development of the tool. As additional means of collecting data, we performed an observation session, aiming at collecting information about steps of the process or actions that might have been omitted during the interviews. The outcome of RQ1 indicates the parts of requirements specification that result in documentation TD; and therefore are in need of tool support.

The extraction of the requirements for the developed tool (RQ2) was performed through two focus group sessions (which were structured according to the guidelines of Kontio et al. [22]). During the planning of the focus groups we defined the goals. The first focus group aimed at collecting a set of initial requirements, focusing mostly on functional requirements. The second one aimed at finalizing the requirements elicitation process and collecting non-functional requirements. The two focus groups had a similar design. They both lasted for 45 minutes, and the participants were company stakeholders, with different fields of expertise and backgrounds. While conducting the first focus group a list of candidate requirements from literature and other existing systems were used for driving the discussion. During the second focus group a set of mock-up prototypes were used for the same purpose. The two focus groups were performed with a time difference of one month, so that to process the results of the first focus group, before designing the mock-up prototypes. Subsequently we developed the requested tool. To evaluate the conformance to the needs of the company we examined, through interviews and observation sessions, how five developers experience the use of the tool, in terms of both the functional and non-functional requirements. Finally, after one month that the tool development was stabilized, we evaluated the effect of using the tool for preventing the accumulation of documentation TD (RQ3). To do so, we conducted five post-tool usage interviews with developers who had used the tool, during which we discussed how the use of the tool affected the maintenance effort required to resolve future tickets, and the extent to which it affects the accumulation of technical debt, related to the requirement documentation TD types (as identified in RQ2). For similar reasons to RQ1, we performed post-tool observation sessions as well. The outcome of this process was the rationale of experts, explaining why the tool is beneficial in terms of TD prevention.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collection method</th>
<th>RQ1</th>
<th>RQ2</th>
<th>RQ3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-tool interviews</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation session</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus group (Requirements elicitation)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus group (Discussion on prototypes)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-tool interviews</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In section we present the results obtained by analyzing the data from the interviews, focus groups and observation sessions. The collected dataset for all research questions was analyzed using the constant comparison technique, which is a systematic way for analyzing qualitative data [23]. Specifically, we transcribed all interview and focus group audio files, and we compiled them into a data set, including also the notes kept during the observation sessions. Then we coded the data set, i.e. categorized all pieces of text that were relevant to a particular theme of interest [23], and we grouped together similar codes, creating higher-level categories (see Table III). The categories were created during the analysis process by both the first and the second author, and were discussed and grouped together through an iterative process in daily meetings. In the upcoming sections, in parenthesis, we use the codes identified in the textual analysis process. We note that in Table III we present the answers provided by the respective participants (i.e. for the first part of the study, the developer (D), the project manager (M) and the quality assurance manager (Q) and for the second part of the study the five developers (participants 1-5). Additionally, we note that cells with grey color indicate that the corresponding participants were not involved in those code categories.

A. Documentation TD in Current Process

In this section we discuss the inefficiencies of the current requirements specification process that lead to the accumulation of documentation TD. An illustrative case describing this process is summarized in Figure 1.

Incomplete and insufficient requirements. The process is considered to create obstacles in the communication among departments (e.g., support, development, and testing) (c1). From the perspective of developers, the main reason is that when non-technical stakeholders use JIRA to add new issues, the issue specifications are not formulated as proper user stories (c2). Similarly, the freedom that developers have while creating documentation often results to poor documentation (due to time limitations), which hinders understandability (c2). As a result, oral communication is required to bridge these gaps and often ends up driving the process (c3).

Additionally, according to all participants, the current process does not support sufficient traceability among software artifacts (c4). Specifically, there is a lack of a structured way to link requirements and test cases, or JIRA issues to user stories. As a result, maintenance activities (bug fix or addition of features) become more difficult, since it is hard to locate concrete artifacts. Thus the task of navigating into the source code, is perceived as even more complex for the new developers in the company (c5).
Furthermore, all participants agree that one of the biggest challenges of the current process is that they cannot easily trace which requirements are already implemented and extract a feature set (c6). This causes troubles in several ways: (a) there is inefficiency in project progress tracking; (b) communication with customers on bug-fixing progress is hindered; and (c) the testers are not aware of the requirements that need to be tested, since they are not expected to track commit records for identifying changes. The manager reported that it would be a big benefit to "be able to see the stories well organized, without looking into other external systems".

**Outdated requirements.** When the documentation of a project is isolated from the project itself (i.e., use of different tools), developers do not perceive updating it as part of their responsibility, but as an extra burden for their main tasks (c7). An additional problem is that in the current process, when developers deal with a JIRA issue, they do not have access to the intended functionality as a whole. As a result, they often miss the context of the user story (c6).

### Table III. Mapping between categories and participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c1) Communication difficulties among stakeholders</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c2) Insufficient/incomplete US documentation affects understandability</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c3) Oral based communication with documentation of basic decisions</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c4) There are traces among limited artifacts</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c5) Traces support understandability of developers</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c6) Need of system overviews (FR, test cases etc.)</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c7) Isolated documentation hinders maintainability</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c8) Use of an IDE based traceability tool</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c9) Non-technical stakeholders can suffice with an output document</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c10) Capability to link US to code and vice versa</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c11) Flexibility and efficiency are major benefits</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c12) Links’ granularity should be at least at class level</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c13) Requirements management via tree structure</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c14) Search functionality for requirements or code</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c15) Users have different interaction preferences</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c16) Integration with Git</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c17) Low consumption of resources</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c18) Low response time</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c19) Scalability is important</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c20) There is no strict traceability process</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B. Proposed Tool for TD Prevention**

**How the tool could prevent specification TD:** All participants agree that external tools would not be easily integrated in their process. Instead, the company needs a tool to document and trace requirements, integrated into the used IDE (c8). Such an integration aids in the prevention of accumulating instances of the documentation TD types discussed in RQ1 (i.e., incomplete, insufficient or outdated requirements).

First, it is important that the user can choose how much documentation is really necessary to understand a user story; therefore, the tool should provide flexibility in the level of details for requirements specifications. This functionality helps in avoiding over-engineering requirements, but at the same time assures the existence of a minimal level of details needed to avoid having insufficiently specified requirements. Furthermore, all participants underlined that the tool should support communication among stakeholders alleviating existing problems (c1). For this reason the tool should enable the sharing of requirements specifications among developers and non-technical stakeholders (e.g., the product owner and the sales department), by producing reports that are friendly to non-technical stakeholders. This is expected to contribute towards limiting the number of incomplete requirement specifications, since they will be verified by several stakeholders. Such a verification assures the completeness of requirements, from potentially different perspectives. Since non-technical stakeholders may not be willing to use the IDE-based environment of the tool, the tool should provide as output overview files (c9).

Concerning the creation of links, the tool should provide functionality for connecting requirements to source code (i.e. following a link should open the right method/class where a requirement has been implemented) and vice versa (c10). This requirement is expected to alleviate the accumulation of TD due to lack-of-requirements-to-code traceability.
Second, all participants consider that a tool that should be easy to use, so as to be easily adopted into the workflow of the developers (c11)—promoting the update of requirements specifications (i.e., preventing the accumulation of additional outdated requirements TD). In terms of source code, the linking should be done at least at class level, while according to a participant creating traces at method level could also potentially be useful (c12). Additionally, in the tool it should be possible to link many requirements to one class, and vice versa (c10). In addition to TD prevention the tool should obey to generic guidelines of requirements specification processes. In particular, the imposed requirements specification should capture the goal and the reasoning for each user story, and keep information about the system/subsystem the story belongs to, the responsible actor and the respective test scenarios. The user stories should be visualized in a tree structure, and should be organized in smaller categories, based on the subsystems or actors they refer to (c13). What is more, most participants name the search functionality as a basic one (c14). Specifically the user should be able to search for a concrete requirement by providing a term, or by choosing an actor or a subsystem and the system should identify the classes in which this requirement is implemented, and vice versa. This would reduce the time required for locating the part of the system where changes will be made.

To guarantee that stakeholders will use the tool in a regular basis, a set of four non-functional requirements (namely: usability, interoperability, performance, and scalability) have been identified by the participants, acting as key drivers for the development of an ideal requirements specification management tool. In particular usability should be the major point of attention: most participants stated that one of the biggest challenges is to have a usable tool for all developers, due to the different preferences and habits that each one has (e.g., use the tool either by mouse or code annotations) (c15). Interoperability is another aspect discussed at several points by most participants, namely how the tool integrates with other tools and environments used by the company—e.g. Git and Eclipse (c16). In terms of performance (i.e. the response time and the resources used by the system when initializing the traces between user stories and source code) it was stated that “loading a project should not consume much resources” (c17) and that “the tool would prevent us from using it only if it had serious issues, like delays” (c18). Finally, the participants mentioned the importance of scalability (c19), since the project sizes vary, and grow over time, and thus the tool should be able to handle an increased number of user stories or classes.

**Developed Tool**: Based on the aforementioned collected requirements we created an Eclipse plug-in that provides developers the desired functionalities for managing requirements specifications. This functionality concerns the specification of new user stories inside the IDE, and the easy identification of existing user stories, which can be traced to the code, where they are implemented. Thus, when a new maintenance ticket arrives, the developer can effortlessly reach the respective user story and update the source code that implements it. The interface of the core functionalities of the developed Eclipse plug-in is presented in Figure 3, in order to provide the reader with an idea about the look and feel of the tool. The tool was validated through interviews and observations and the results were positive, since all users were able to use it for the assigned tasks (functional requirements) accurately and timely. This finding can be considered as expected since the tool has been developed based on the needs and processes of our industrial partner. However, the evaluation process suggested that the quality characteristic that still needs improvements is usability. This is not surprising, as usability is the most subjective of these qualities, and thus hard to satisfy for all stakeholders.

**C. Effectiveness of the Tool**

In this section we discuss the obtained benefits by the use of the tool, in terms of preventing documentation TD. The benefits with respect to prevention of accumulating TD are organized per documentation TD type.

The developed tool provides a simple and efficient way to integrate requirements specifications inside the IDE environment. According to the project manager connecting requirements documentation with the source code is “the biggest benefit” of the new process (c8). In this set up developers tend to perceive specifications maintenance as part of their job and not as something external. This is a great achievement in terms of preventing outdated documentation. The IDE-integration imposes the use of the tool in the daily routine of the developers in a very natural way, and thus developers are willing to use it. In terms of how the tool can affect the future maintenance of the specifications, the project manager stated that “it is much easier for developers to maintain the stories, because it’s in the IDE, so developers do not have to maintain data in different tools. It’s not a large effort. It is very interesting to see how using an independent tool and using a tool that is close to the code affect the use from the developers” (c7). At the same time, the tool maintains the advantage of flexibility (c11), i.e. developers do not need to spend much time on documentation (avoiding over-engineering), but they can document just-enough and just-in-time to clearly specify the given requirement just before starting its implementation. The threat of accumulating TD related to requirements insufficiently or incompletely specified is mitigated by sharing the specifications with technical- or non-technical stakeholders, who can potentially ask for clarifications or additions. Finally, the introduction of the tool in the daily routine of developers provided them a systematic way to capture traces between requirements and source code, an aspect that was completely absent before the development of the tool (c20). Thus, intermediate solutions like commenting on commit records, or commenting in the source code have been successfully substituted with a more efficient and comprehensive solution, preventing the accumulation of TD due to lack of requirements-to-code traceability.
The results of our study confirmed the existence of technical debt at the requirements specification level, in the sense that all types of documentation TD have been identified by the stakeholders. This finding can be considered as expected, since in literature, industrial studies suggest that documentation TD is among the most common forms of TD [2]. In addition to that, we explored which aspects of requirements specification process are more prone to produce TD. The results suggested that TD is accumulated on artifacts for which communication among many stakeholders is required, or on those specified in different documents. Both aforementioned findings can be considered intuitive since: (a) communication between stakeholders can cause understandability issues and inconsistencies; (b) documentation in multiple documents is very time-consuming and may lead to omissions in specification.

As a possible solution to these issues the stakeholders have promoted the integration of requirements specification in the IDE, rendering developers as responsible for their update and maintenance. The provided solution has been well-accepted by developers, who considered it as a viable way to prevent the accumulation of further TD. The eager adoption of the tool by developers is intuitive; the documentation maintenance can be done inside the IDE and thus it feels as part of their daily routines, considering the extra burden as negligible. Additionally, the reduction of TD is expected to reduce the required maintenance effort, as well. In particular, the participants of the study expect that this change will make the maintenance of the software easier (and less costly) since the time required for identifying the affected parts of the code will be reduced. This benefit stems from the exploitation of requirements to code traces. The introduction of traceability management into the process of the company, through the creation of links between the requirements specifications and the place in the source code where they are implemented has a great effect in terms of understandability of the code. Thus, any maintenance action (i.e., bug-fixing or feature addition) would be less effort intensive, since developers would not need to invest time on identifying the parts of the code where the user story resides in. The benefits of using the tool are expected to be stronger for novices.

Based on the aforementioned findings, we identified some implications for practitioners and researchers. First, a requirements specification tool, which is integrated in the IDE and also promotes requirements-to-code traceability, can support the creation and maintenance of well-defined user stories, and can increase the understandability of the project especially to new developers. Thus, we suggest practitioners to use a tool for managing requirements specifications and traces according to their specific needs. In particular, given the positive evaluation of the proposed plug-in, we suggest practitioners that already use Eclipse and document their requirements as user stories to adopt the proposed plug-in. From a research point of view the current study can be followed up with a longitudinal, quantitative case study to collect empirical evidence on the benefits of the long-term use of the developed tool in the company. Additionally, a replication in the context of a different company would be useful, so as to check the generalizability of our findings in different processes.

VII. THREATS TO VALIDITY
Potential threats to validity of the conducted study concern construct, external, and internal validity and reliability threats. Since the goal of the study is not to establish a causal relationship between the use of the tool and the prevention of TD, but only to provide an initial exploration, we believe that internal validity is not a main concern for this study’s validity. Construct validity reflects to what extent the phenomenon under study really represents what is investigated according to the research questions [21]. To mitigate construct validity threats, we established a research protocol to guide the case study,
which was thoroughly reviewed by two experienced researchers in the domain of empirical studies. Additionally, during the data collection process we aimed at data and method triangulation to avoid a wrong interpretation of a single data source. One could argue that the decision to involve two different sets of participants, one for extracting requirements and one for evaluating the developed tool could be a threat in terms of construct validity. However, we believe that participation of experienced stakeholders in different roles during the elicitation process provides a more global view of the needs of the company, while the evaluation by various developers using the tool in a daily basis helps to mitigate bias. Another threat is the fact that the use of the tool was performed in the company for a small time period (one month) before the post-use case study. However, we believe that this timeframe was adequate for the software engineers to perform an initial validation.

In terms of external validity (i.e., threats concerning the generalizability of the findings derived from the sample [21]), it is difficult to claim that the same results would be derived in other companies. However, emphasizing on analytical generalization we can report on mitigation actions, which allow us to argue that the findings are representative for other cases with common characteristics. Specifically, the participants of the study were professional software engineers with varying years of experience in software development. Additionally, OTS is an established SME in the domain of mobile and web development; therefore we can argue that the studied units are representative for similar companies in the same domain.

The reliability of the case study concerns the trustworthiness of the collected data and the analysis performed, to ensure that same results can be reproduced [21]. We support the reliability of our study by creating a rigor case study protocol and interview guides, which were tested through a pilots. To minimize potential reliability threats during the data collection process, we preferred to ask open-ended questions and we requested motivation for the provided answers. To assure the correct and unbiased data analysis, two researchers collaborated during the whole analysis phase. Finally, we have archived internally (due to a non-disclosure agreement with our industrial partner) all collected data both raw and coded, so that the analysis can be verified and traced: interview and focus group guidelines are openly available.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

One of the reasons resulting to requirements specification TD is their inconsistent management from different stakeholders, which usually involves different documents. To alleviate this, we developed a plugin that integrates requirements specification in the Eclipse IDE enabling their tracing to source code. The main benefit of using the developed plugin is the motivation of developers to create, maintain and utilize requirements specifications and traces as part of their daily routine.
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